C A S C A D E

S E R I E S

Not Just Another Hot Tub
Years of product innovation, development and field-testing has perfected the most unique and luxurious spa
series in the world, the Cascade Series. For the first time ever, a infinity (vanishing) edge design is available on a
portable hot tub. This patented feature is more than just aesthetically stunning - it successfully eliminates two
issues associated with traditional hot tubs; water displacement from multiple bathers and the need for spaceconsuming skimmers.
In the past, owning a vanishing edge spa would require a home owner to have an expensive custom spa built
on-site with a complex plumbing system. Not anymore. The Cascade Series is the full package and can be
installed anywhere with no additional plumbing required. All the benefits of a traditional spa with all the highend luxury that you can only get from the Cascade Series from Coast Spas.

SpaSelection
Depending on the model of hot tub, you may have
a choice of equipping your spa with either the Elite
Class or Luxury Class of premier standard features.
Your spa class determines which spa control panel,
number of available jets, size of jet pump(s),
Hot Tub

standard lighting, size of filter system and more.

Cascade Spa

Patented Design

ELITE SERIES

LUXURY SERIES

Smartphone Remote
Control App Ready

The World’s Only Vanishing Edge Portable Hot Tub. One edge of the
spa is removed to the waterline, allowing for a seamless and stunning
view of your surroundings.

Lit Color LCD
Control Center

Touchscreen Control Panel

Superior Performance

100 sq.ft Filtration System

175 sq.ft Filtration System

- Zero water displacement (water always stays at the same level)
- 100% Seating. No Space Consuming Filter Grate.
- Self Purging Technology. Spa automatically clears lines of air.
- Best View. Look directly over the waterline to your surroundings.
- Largest and most efficient skimmer for pristine water.

5” Underwater Light

7” Frosted Light Dome
Largest Hot Tub Waterfall

Standard Panel Access

Push Button Access Door

Cover

5” x 3 Energy Saver Cover

Cover

5” x 3 Energy Saver Cover

Jet Count

41

Jet Count

51 to 61

Pump Size

4HP + 1.5HP

Pump Size

2x 5HP + 1.5HP

Includes:

Self-Cleaning Sweeper Jet

Your Cascade Series Hot Tub comes standard
with the Worlds Largest Hot Tub Waterall.
(N/A on the Edge model - has sheer descent waterfall)

Includes:

Self-Cleaning Sweeper Jet
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Quality

SuperiorDesign

A hot tub needs to be ready for use 24 hours a day,
365 days a year. It can be outside in the blistering sun,
pelted by rain and hail or covered with snow in a freezing
blizzard. We build our spas to endure the most extreme

ZERO WATER DISPLACEMENT. NO MATTER HOW
MANY PEOPLE YOU HAVE IN YOUR CASCADE SERIES
SPA, THE WATER LEVEL WILL AWAYS STAY THE SAME.

CASCADE SPAS ARE THE ONLY SPAS IN THE WORLD
THAT HAVE NO “BOBBING SKIMMERS” AND NO
FILTER GRATE.

In a Coast Spas® Cascade Series Spa, the water level will always
stay the same regardless of how many people are in the spa. No
wasted water caused by overflow means less chemical usage
and no additional energy wasted to heat the water, resulting in a
smaller environmental impact. When your guests leave the spa, it
automatically fills itself back to the same level.

You’ll never have to share your hot tub with loud skimmers that
suck water down into your filtration system. Gone are the days of
the floating telescope skimmers that take up the area of one seat
or more. Your vanishing edge waterfall does all the skimming of
your spa water using our patented vanishing edge design and the
pressurized commercial-grade Hydro Cyclonic Filtration System®, you
will never sit in your hot tub with your filter cartridge again.

FUNCTIONAL AND BEAUTIFUL. THE MOST
EFFICIENT SKIMMER ON A HOT TUB.

YOUR VIEW BEGINS AT THE WATER LINE. THE
BEAUTY OF A VANISHING EDGE POOL IS NOW
AVAILABLE IN A HOT TUB.

Having the largest skimmer available will supercharge debris
removal from your spa. Replacing the traditional “bobbing
telescopic” skimmers, your vanishing edge not only skims your spa
water quicker and more efficiently, but looks fantastic doing the job.

No other portable hot tub in the world can give you the same
unobstructed view from your hot tub. Our patented vanishing
edge design allows bathers to look out at an unobstructed view,
beginning at your spa’s waterline.

conditions, and we build them to do it flawlessly for years.
We don’t build our own motors and we don’t produce
the plumbing or hydrotherapy jets that you will find in
our spas. But we do work closely with the finest supply
partners and require that their standards meet our
high expectations, which is why Coast Spas is known to
produce the World’s Best Built Spas®.
We are one of the first manufacturers to be recognized
for our high quality standards with ISO 9001:2008
certification. We fill and run every spa built and then
perform a series of diagnostic and endurance tests.
The workmanship, equipment and construction of the
spa is then closely evaluated. Once approved, the spa
is detailed, hand polished and padded for shipping. A
complete final inspection is required before our spas
leave on the journey to their new home.
We live by our founding mantra, which has always been the
backbone of the Coast Spas Company since its inception:
“Quality shall in every case
take precedence over quantity”
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StandardEquipment
We believe that a quality spa is not only built to the highest standards but also includes
the best standard equipment. All the features listed below come standard when you

AUTOMATICALLY CLEARS AIRLOCKS
The Cascade Series has a built-in purge system that will clear
air-locks created by filling your spa, automatically. On any other
hot tub you would be required to manually bleed the water lines
to clear the airlocks in order to operate the spa.

purchase a Coast Spa. These features range from functional and aesthetic design
improvements to practical innovations that separate our spas from all others.
Self Cleaning
SWEEPER JET

80% Faster | 20% More Efficient
than Skim Filtration
Commercial-Grade Pressurized
Filtration on every hot tub with up to
175 square feet of filter media, more
than any other hot tub available.
(Additional Information on page 14)

AESTHETICS & COMFORT
• Plush Headrests
• Easy-Grip Hand Controls
• Underwater Safety Light
• Multiple Beverage Holders

If you’ve owned a hot tub
before, then you’ll know
how great this feature is.
The sweeper jet cleans the
floor of your spa, effectively
disposing of any solid
particles (sand, dirt and
foreign contaminants) into
the filtration system.

We couple powerful
jet pumps, oversized
plumbing and superior
hydrotherapy jets to give
you the best hydrotherapy
experience. Our variety of Trillium Jets are the most
effective hydrotherapy massage jets available today,
each capable of individual adjustment and sporting
stylish designer stainless steel accents.

PROTECTION

EQUIPMENT

• Bottom Moisture Protection

• Gate Valves

• Coast Guard Corners

• Powerful yet Efficient Pumps

• Freeze Protection

• Oversized Plumbing

• Energy Saver Cover

• Barb & Clamp Plumbing
• Titanium Heater

• Stainless Steel Thread-In Jets
• Waterfalls (most models)

INNOVATION

• Anti-Slip Textured Floor

• Hydro Cyclonic Filtration

• Ergonomic Seating

• Self-Cleaning Sweeper Jet

• Multi Level Seating

• Smartphone Remote Control (Luxury Class Only)

• Non-Float Lounger

• Programmable Filtration Cycles

NEW SpaTouch™
Control Panel
Standard on Coast Spas
Luxury Class

STRUCTURE
• Steel Reinforced Acrylic Shell
• Pressure Treated Wooden Frame
• Hand-Made Cabinets
Visit www.coastspas.com

for additional information and details.
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Edge
A Large Impression from a Small Footprint
The Edge is the most compact Cascade Series spa available. Being smaller than its predecessors allows for
installation in a broader range of environments. The new Edge sports a unique seating arrangement with a
bench-style area that will accommodate a surprising amount of bathers, without feeling crowded. The two
massage seats are designed to position the bather deep into the spa with jets aligned to target the back, neck,
hips, hands and legs for a premium hydrotherapy experience.
In keeping with all other Cascade models, the Edge provides zero water displacement, keeping the water level
consistently perfect. The Edge has a sleek low profile that distinguishes it from other Cascade Series Spas, making
it the right choice for a location with a 360 degree view. The Edge comes standard with a sheer descent waterfall
which slightly overhangs the spa shell, allowing a soothing stream of water to drop directly into the hot tub. This
creates a pleasing ambiance that will melt away your tension, providing the ultimate environment to relax and
spend time with loved ones or socialize with friends.
A simple, elegant design that accentuates function and practicality while maintaining a size that can fit into any
space. The Edge has the distinction of being the most versatile infinity edge spa we build.
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The Edge
Seating
Water Capacity
Dimensions

5 to 6 Adults
1218 L | 322 US Gal
197 x 228 x 101.5 (80 front) cm
78 x 90 x 40 (32 front) in

Elite Series

41
Jets

1.5HP + 4HP
1.5HP + 3HP SF

North America
International

$6.24
$14.96

Includes Sheer Descent Waterfall

Buyer’s Tip:
We list our spas in True Horsepower.
See below for Brake HP Ratings
North American:
1.5HP= 2BHP
3 HP = 5BHP

4 HP = 6BHP
5 HP = 7BHP

International:
5HP= 7BHP
5HP(SF) = 7BHP

*Monthly Cost - Model average energy consumption cost. Calculated with current global energy costs and based on hot tubs with average filtration cycles, common daily usage and stock equipment.
For general reference only. Spa equipment, features, upgrades, environment and duration/frequency-of-use can alter the provided energy costs.

1.5HP = 2BHP
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Cascade II
The Biggest Vanishing Edge Spa We Build
with the Largest Waterfall Available
Corner to corner this spa measures over 11 feet, seats 7 people comfortably and has
over 6 feet in waterfalls. It’s large, it’s powerful and it’s very impressive.
The Cascade II has up to 61 massage therapy jets and three jet pumps with the
horsepower to deliver some serious massage therapy. This spa has no bobbing
skimmer and no grate. Water flows over a four foot waterfall into a closed
pressurized filtration system so you don’t sit in the same body of water as your filter.
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With a lit color LCD control panel, stainless steel hand controls, Trillium stainless
steel jets, versatile seating, floor sweeper jet, open seating, large foot well, cool
down seat, step-in seat, underwater light, captains chair and no-float lounger, this
spa comes standard with more premium design features than are found on the
most expensive spas.
In addition, your new Cascade II spa comes with the largest waterfall ever installed
on a portable hot tub. This exclusive adjustable water feature is elevated far above
the waterline, positioned to allow you to sit directly under it. You will enjoy the
relaxing sensation of warm water pouring over your tired shoulders that will melt
away all your stresses of the day.
Handcrafted quality workmanship and advanced engineering have made the
Cascade II one of the most desired and impressive spas on the planet.

CASCADE II
Seating
Water Capacity
Dimensions

6 to 7 Adults
1817 L | 480 US Gal
233.7 x 256.5 x 119.5 (79 front) cm
92 x 101 x 47 (31 front) in

Luxury Series

61
Jets

1.5HP + 2x 5HP
1.5HP + 2x 5HP SF

North America
International

MASSAGE BOOST. CASCADE II INCLUDES:

Volcano Jet with Independent Control

$8.40
$19.80

Includes 24” Adjustable Waterfall

Buyer’s Tip:
We list our spas in True Horsepower.
See below for Brake HP Ratings
North American:
1.5HP= 2BHP
3 HP = 5BHP

4 HP = 6BHP
5 HP = 7BHP

International:
5HP= 7BHP
5HP(SF) = 7BHP

1.5HP = 2BHP

SF = Super Flow: pump with a more
aggressive pump impeller for more thrust.

*Monthly Cost - Model average energy consumption cost. Calculated with current global energy costs and based on hot tubs with average filtration cycles, common daily usage and stock equipment.
For general reference only. Spa equipment, features, upgrades, environment and duration/frequency-of-use can alter the provided energy costs.
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Phantom
This Spa Turns Heads, Drops Jaws,
and Gives an Incredible Massage
We didn’t build the Phantom to blow minds, but that’s exactly what it has become
known for. This spa attracts attention so well that we build one to take with us
to every show and any event we sponsor. The Phantom was initially built due to
overwhelming requests to have a vanishing edge spa that would look stunning if
installed into the corner of a deck, yard or room. However instead of becoming a
spa that sat in the corner of a yard, it has become the centerpiece.
Full color LCD controls with stainless steel waterfalls, jets and hand controls
are just some of the prestigious aesthetic features that come standard on the
Phantom. The Phantom’s unique shape allows for two opposing seats with
jets that wrap around your upper body, to give the Luxury Trillium massage jets
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a superior vantage to properly massage your lower neck, back and triceps. The
Phantom was designed with barrier-free seating to accommodate your friends and
family without locking them into a specific seating position.
Vibrant light packages, sound systems and even LCD TV’s can be added to make this
spa your pride and joy. An industry-leading commercial-grade pressurized filtration
system keeps your water crystal clean. With the vanishing edge on the front of the
spa, you don’t have to worry about water displacement or having a filter grate and
skimmer taking up extra room. If you want a spa that will be the centerpiece of your
backyard, you will want the one-and-only Cascade Phantom.

“I like to stretch out with my crossed arms draped over the Vanishing Edge. Watch
the sun go down as the water slowly streams past me before falling over the infinity
edge. The refreshing sound of the soothing waterfall dropping gently behind me,
the warmth of the water and the sun on my face delivers a level of tranquility and
contentment that was all too rare in my life... until now.”
- Robyn, British Columbia - Phantom Owner

The Phantom
Seating
Water Capacity
Dimensions

7 Adults
1817 L | 480 US Gal
239 x 239 x 119.5 (76 front) cm
94 x 94 x 47 (30 front) in

Luxury Series

61
Jets

1.5HP + 2x 5HP
1.5HP + 2x 5HP SF

North America
International

$7.65
$18.89

Includes 24” Adjustable Waterfall

Buyer’s Tip:
We list our spas in True Horsepower.
See below for Brake HP Ratings
North American:
1.5HP= 2BHP
3 HP = 5BHP

4 HP = 6BHP
5 HP = 7BHP

International:
5HP= 7BHP
5HP(SF) = 7BHP

*Monthly Cost - Model average energy consumption cost. Calculated with current global energy costs and based on hot tubs with average filtration cycles, common daily usage and stock equipment.
For general reference only. Spa equipment, features, upgrades, environment and duration/frequency-of-use can alter the provided energy costs.

1.5HP = 2BHP
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Horizon
The Culmination of More Than Ten
Years Building Vanishing Edge Spas
We have built, tested and sold thousands of Cascade Series spas
around the world. We’ve made improvements and upgrades
to all of our models based on field testing and engineering
advancements. Coast Spas® perfected the art of building
portable vanishing edge spas and then designed a new one,
the Horizon.
With the experience accumulated over the years, we made sure
that we got every little detail just right. This design has something
for everyone, whether its an oversized and ultra comfortable
lounge seat, open love seat, the deep massage chairs or the seat
that is positioned right under our exclusive 24” waterfall. Finding
your favorite spot in this spa will not be easy.
The Horizon is loaded with water features. Two fountains on either
side of the expansive vanishing edge, plus the largest waterfall
ever installed on a spa are all gorgeously integrated into this
stunning design.
The Horizon has stainless steel hand controls, plush pillows, SelfCleaning Sweeper Jet and a pressurized commercial-grade Hydro
Cyclonic Filtration System®. No matter what you are seeking in a
hot tub, the newest member to the Cascade Series is sure to have
it in spades. The Horizon is built to be the customer’s choice award
winner for “The Ultimate Vanishing Edge Spa”.
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The Horizon
Seating
Water Capacity
Dimensions

6 to 7 Adults
1340 L | 354 US Gal
83.25 x 92 x 46 (32.5 front) in
211 x 234 x 116 (82 front) cm

Elite Series

41
Jets

North America
International

1.5HP + 4HP
1.5HP + 3HP SF

Luxury Series

51
Jets

North America
International

1.5HP + 2x 5HP
1.5HP + 2x 5HP SF

Visit www.coastspas.com
for video on the Cascade V

$6.72
$15.06

Includes 24” Adjustable Waterfall

Buyer’s Tip:
We list our spas in True Horsepower.
See below for Brake HP Ratings
North American:
1.5HP= 2BHP
3 HP = 5BHP

4 HP = 6BHP
5 HP = 7BHP

International:
5HP= 7BHP
5HP(SF) = 7BHP

*Monthly Cost - Model average energy consumption cost. Calculated with current global energy costs and based on hot tubs with average filtration cycles, common daily usage and
stock equipment. For general reference only. Spa equipment, features, upgrades, environment and duration/frequency-of-use can alter the provided energy costs.

1.5HP = 2BHP
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PureWater
Our purification systems work in harmony with
your spa’s Hydro Cyclonic Filtration System and will
actively attack unwanted contaminants in your spa
water that can’t be removed with filter media

O3 One Ozone System

83% Faster | 20% More Eﬃcient
than Skim Filtration
HAVE COMFORT IN KNOWING YOUR FAMILY HOT TUB
HAS THE VERY CLEANEST WATER.
Coast Spas® Hot Tubs come with Advanced
NEW removable Dual Core Filters

Your hot tub will filter all of the water in your spa in a matter of minutes.
However, the fabric of your filter is limited to capturing only the contaminants
that are larger than 18 microns (10 microns with Dual Core Filters). To remove
microscopic organic contaminants you’ll require an ozonator.

O3 One PLUS Ozone System
Performance Chip Ozone

Produces a higher concentration of ozone (more ppm) than the O3
One Ozonator.

Crystal Clear Puriﬁcation Chamber®
The Turbo Charger Upgrade to Your
Ozone System.
The Crystal Clear Purification Chamber® gives ozone a longer period of
time to penetrate organic materials while in their energetic state (before
converting back to oxygen) thus drastically increasing its efficiency.

EcoClean® UV Sterilizer
Complete Bacteria Annihilation with an Intense UV
Sterilization Tube.
The Ecoclean™ UV Sterilizer uses ultraviolet light that is calibrated
to a specific light spectrum to effectively eradicate 99 percent of
all bacteria that is exposed to it. UV sterilization systems have long
been used for purifying drinking water and now its sterilization
prowess can be used to effectively purify your spa water.

EcoClean® Salt Water Generator
A Refreshing Alternative to Traditional
Spa Sanitation
The EcoClean® Salt Water Generator is an eco-friendly alternative
method of sanitizing your spa water. The continuous generation of
sodium chloride reduces the amount of sanitizers needed for spa
operation. Bathing water is softer, odorless, easy on sensitive skin and
requires less frequent monitoring than standard sanitation methods.
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www.pleatco.com

No Pressure? Big Problem.
In North America it is law for any commercial establishment to have a closed
pressurized filtration system on any public pool or hot tub, so why would you accept
anything less for your family? Not only is it more efficient and faster than a skim
filtration system but it also removes the dirty filter canisters from the bathing area.
Without a pressurized system, once the water flow to the filter subsides, the debris
that was caught in the filter is free to float back into the spa and re-contaminate the
water. We like this idea about as much as sitting in the water with the dirty filters. So
Coast Spas developed the Hydro Cyclonic Filtration System®. This is a commercialgrade, pressurized filtration system with the filter canister completely removed from
the bathing area coupled with an oversized skimmer.
We feel so strongly that the happiest spa owners have the cleanest water, that we
made this a standard feature on ALL of our spas. So you can rest easy knowing that
your spa will have the best filtration system available.

THE BENEFITS OF HYDRO CYCLONIC TECHNOLOGY
No dirty ﬁlter sitting in the hot tub water with the bathers.
Captured contaminants will not re-enter the spa water when changing
the ﬁlter or when pumps are deactivated.
The Water Diversion Blade® disperses water and contaminants evenly
around the outside of the ﬁlter resulting in more eﬃcient ﬁltration.
Up to 175 sq.ft. of ﬁlter media (largest available in any hot tub) for superior
water ﬂow and less strain on your spas components.

A Deeper Look at Coast Spas
STEEL REINFORCED ACRYLIC SHELL
Everything on your spa can be
replaced, except for the shell. This
is why Coast Spas® produces the
strongest shells in the industry. We
combine up to 12 layers of fiberglass
Up to 12 Layers of fiberglass with onto the vacuum formed molded
steel angle iron reinforcement.

acrylic. Any potential structural load

points are further reinforced with steel angle iron. This is then
covered with more layers of fiberglass. The result is a shell that is so

QUALITY IS IN THE DETAILS
We’re happy to bare it all. From the ground up, inside
and out, our spas are Built to Last™

Our jet pumps have the most

Look close, we want you to. Every

a portable spa. We recognize

detail has been carefully refined

that supplying high volumes of

and is ready to be scrutinized by

water to your jets is imperative

the most discerning customer. Our
spas come standard with vacuum formed equipment enclosures
(shown left), recessed floor drains, gate valves, bottom moisture
protection, titanium heaters, large foot wells, ergonomic multi-level

strong that it is guaranteed to last a lifetime.

seating, stainless steel accents, beverage holders, freeze protection
and much more. When you are as committed as we are to building

EXCLUSIVE 24” WATERFALL

A SMARTER WAY TO FILTER YOUR SPA

the World’s Best Built Spas®, you don’t overlook the little things.

powerful motors available in

to achieving a significant massage therapy experience. When
not pushing ultra high volumes of water to the jets, our pumps
automatically convert to an eco-friendly hybrid that is whisper
quiet and specially modified to run on as little as 1 Amp. This
results in superior daily operational efficiency and greatly reduces
energy consumption. Furthermore, our spas have customized

At one time waterfalls were just to

programmable filtration cycles and economy modes that are suited

add soothing sounds and a relaxing

to the owner’s needs rather than running a circulation pump 24/7

ambiance to your spa. Coast Spas®

that results in high failure rates and operating costs. Our built-in jet

changes that by putting you into the

pumps achieve fast and efficient filtration without the additional

waterfall, giving you a feeling of pure

equipment and plumbing required by alternative methods.

relaxation and complete tranquility. Our exclusive 24” waterfall is
the largest available on any spa.

LED Hand Controls

LED Waterfalls
Perimeter LED
Waterline Lighting

LED Cup Holders
LED Topside Controls

LED Retractable Speakers

LED Pillows

28 Bulb LED

Exterior LED Holographic
Lighting

LED Vanishing Edge Light
Accents
Lighting placement indicators are for general reference only. Light placement and light types depend on the model and series that lighting is applied to.
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Shell Acrylic Colors
We offer only the finest acrylic material available. These elegant colors and textures will stay vibrant for the
life of your spa. UV resistant and made to endure all the elements.

Sterling Silver

Pearl Shadow

Cameo

Latte

Storm Cloud

Cobalt

Desert Horizon

Sierra

Snow White

Tranquility

Premium Acrylic Colors
Our Premium Acrylic Colors have the most stunning combination of colors and designs.
Like your fingerprint or a snowflake, no two are alike. Get a hot tub that is 100% unique.

Lucite® with Microban®
Antimicrobial Product Protection.
Our spas are surfaced with Lucite® with Microban® antimicrobial
Product Protection. Unlike currently available sprays and liquids,
Microban® protection won’t wash off or wear away over time, even
with cleaning or abrasion.

What is Lucite® with Microban®?
An antimicrobial product protection that inhibits the growth of bacteria that
cause stains and odors by intercepting bacteria at the spa surface. It begins to
work as soon as bacteria comes into contact with the surface of your spa.
• Inhibits the growth of stain causing bacteria on the surface of the spa.
• Infused into Lucite® cast acrylic sheet during manufacturing so it won’t wash
or wear away.

Pacific Rim
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Midnight Canyon

Tuscan Sun

• Microban® technology provides continuous, long lasting, durable
antimicrobial protection.

The Cascade II is only available in Sterling Silver, Midnight Canyon and Tuscan Sun. Actual colors may vary from displayed swatches.

Lucite® with Microban® is included with every shell
color except: Sterling Silver and Sierra

Cabinet Finish
Full choice of beautiful cabinets to add the finishing touch to your custom spa.

Canadian Cedar

Custom Cedar Colors
Check with your Authorized Coast Spas dealer for available stained Cedar Cabinet Finishes.

Clear Cedar

Black Cedar

Grey Cedar

Redwood Cedar

Unstained Cedar

Chestnut Synthetic

Mocha Synthetic

Grey Synthetic

Redwood Synthetic

Coast Guard Synthetic

Black Synthetic

Luxury Slate Cabinets

Our exclusive Luxury Slate Cabinets are handcrafted and custom molded to your spa. These high-end cabinet styles are not
only stunningly beautiful, they are maintenance-free and designed to withstand all environmental conditions.

Desert Sand Slate

Mountain Grey Slate

Obsidian Slate
Luxury Slate Cabinets are not available on the Cascade I

Stone Brown Slate
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Premium
Upgrades

AUDIO

VIDEO
Marine Grade TV with Mounting Bracket

Bluetooth MP3 Dock with Speakers

*Includes DVD Player and
Speakers (see below)

LIGHTING

Choose two or four
Flushmount Speakers

Customize your spa experience any way you want. With the
ability to toggle or randomly play through a spectrum of
different solid colors, you can truly set the mood to fit any
occasion.

Bluetooth MP3 Dock w/ Remote and Speakers

Choose two or four
Flushmount or Retractable Speakers

DVD Player w/ Enclosure

Choose two or four
Flushmount or Retractable Speakers

Touch Screen Controlled Bluetooth
28 Bulb LED

Perimeter LED Waterline
Lighting

MASSAGE THERAPY
Choose two or four
Flushmount or Retractable Speakers
Easily navigate with your hot tub’s touchscreen control
panel. Luxury Class Only.

Bluetooth Stereo w/Mounted Microphone
mic

Xtreme LED with Lit
Hand Controls

Xtreme LED GLO Jets
and Lit Hand Controls

EXTERIOR LIGHTS

Choose two or four
Flushmount or Retractable Speakers

Talk hands-free in your hot tub. Your mobile phone
connects to your hot tub stereo and plays the callers voice
through the hot tub speakers and Coast Spas waterproof
microphone captures your voice for the caller.

Exterior Cabinet Sconces
Add Four or Six exterior
light sconces to your spa.
Holographic LED Lighting
Two mesmerizing LED light strips
installed on the front of the spa.
Alternates color to match spa
interior lighting.
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The ultimate foot massage. Add these to your spa
and feel your stress melt away.

Volcano Jet and
additional Diverter Valve
Powerful jet installed near the spa floor.
Provides a deep tissue massage for legs,
calves and feet. (Cascade II Only)

Air Blower with Additional
18 Stainless Steel Jets
Supercharge your massage. Forced air
mixed with water provides superior
hydrotherapy.

SUBWOOFERS
We have two sub-woofer options available to bring your audio
system to life with additional low-pitched frequencies (bass).

Standard Subwoofer

Extreme Subwoofer

Gives an extra punch to
your music.

Powerful Subwoofer and
amplifier. The best choice
for the ultimate sound.

Super Charged Air Blower
Your jets get a huge boost when forced air is
blasted to the jets in your hot tub. If you’re
serious about hydrotherapy, you’ll want to
add the Super Charged Air Blower System.

Plumbing
Frame

Bottom

Bottom

Frame

INSULATION

HEATMAX INSULATION

INSULATION

EXTERIOR

PURIFICATION

Shell

ENERGY EFFICIENCY
Jets

Coast Guard Bottom
Complete protection for the
bottom of your spa.

is proven to be a far superior method of filtration and one
of the only pressurized commercial-grade filtration systems
available. The combination gives bathers the highest level of
pristine, clear water.

Refresh Button

WORLDWIDE SPA REMOTE

Frame

Shell

Bottom

Your purification upgrades work in harmony with your
Hydro Cyclonic Filtration System®. Hydro Cyclonic filtration

Cabinet

Plumbing
ARCTIC
PAIN INSULATION

Jets

Cabinet

INSULATION gives you more options for your hot tub and
Coast Plumbing
Spas
spaARCTIC
insulation
is no exception. We use premium insulation
PAIN INSULATION
materials
with high Frame
R-values to ensure your spa has the best
Bottom
thermal resistance to exterior temperatures. Each Cascade
INSULATION
Spa has partial foam insulation (illustrated below), with the
option
toFOAM
upgrade
to full foam.
PARTIAL
INSULATION
Shell

Jets

Cabinet

Plumbing

Frame

Bottom

INSULATION

Shell
PARTIAL FOAM
JetsINSULATION

Cabinet

Shell
Plumbing
Jets

Simply press to refresh your water. Quickly
run your water through a filtration cycle
before entering or after bathing.

O3 One Ozone

Plumbing

Frame

Bottom

Frame

Bottom

Standard on your Cascade Spa

INSULATION
INSULATION
FULL FOAM INSULATION

FULL FOAM INSULATION
Shell

Ozone Generators:
O3 One | O3 One Plus
Add: Crystal Clear Purification
Chamber® (increased performance)

Partial Foam Insulation

Cabinet

Jets
Plumbing

Shell

Cabinet

Jets

Plumbing
Bottom

Cabinet
Frame

Full Foam Insulation
Optional Upgrade

INSULATION

Bottom

Frame

INSULATION

Salt Water System: Softer and less abrasive
water for sensitive skin than standard chlorine
based systems. (Includes Ozone)

Let Us Help
Take advantage of the knowledge and expertise of your
nearest Coast Spas Dealership.

Powerful water sterilizer. Uses
Ultraviolet light to remove
microscopic contaminates.

Coast Spas dealers are there to help you get the most out of your spa
purchase. Most have decades of experience helping buyers get into
the right hot tub, and taking time to allow them to pass along some
of those experience could be imperative to being completely satisfied

Monitor and control your Coast Spas Hot Tub from
anywhere in the world with your smartphone*. Adjust water
temperature, set filter cycles, activate jets, toggle lights on
and off and even sync your spa clock with a touch of a button.
This new and innovative application gives you remote control
of your Coast Spa® via your smart phone.

NEW LAVA JETS

with your purchase.
We all share the goal of providing great customer service and
knowledgeable advice to spa buyers. We provide a high quality
handcrafted product that has been carefully built to the highest
standards and we have been leading the industry in innovation since
our inception. We love hot tubs, and we want you and your family to
love them just as much as we do.

*Requires internet access

Happy Tubbin’!
-the Coast Spas Family

Lava Jets
New lava jet feature give two dynamic dancing water jets
that are vibrantly lit. (only available on Cascade II and Phantom)

www.coastspas.com
info@coastspas.com
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Think
Tomorrow

Low Amperage Pumps
Our low amperage jet pump motors consume as little as
1 Amp of power on heating and filtering cycles.

No matter what motivates you make environmentally
responsible decisions for a better future, you can rest
easy knowing that your Coast Spas hot tub was built to
reflect the highest standards for a cleaner tomorrow.

Energy Efficient Filtration
Our Hydro Cyclonic Filtration System® provides the most
efficient filtration in today’s hot tub industry. This results in
a shorter overall running time and greatly reduced power
consumption.

REDUCE, RE-USE, RECYCLE
We filter, purify and re-use the water that is used to
test our spas during production.
We sort waste, wood and cardboard which is then sent
to appropriate destinations for recycling. Including
pumps and metal-based products.
Purchasing recycled materials where permissible
is part of the Coast belief in a better tomorrow for
everyone.
We go to great lengths to promote environmentally
responsible manufacturing processes.

AUTHORIZED COAST SPAS DEALER
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